Selection for age-specific reproduction has produced replicate stocks in which life span exceeds that in short-lived controls by about 30 per cent, in unpaired individuals. Crosses between a selected long-lived (L) stock, short-lived (S) stock and a strain with balancer chromosomes were used to create all possible combinations of their chromosomes. The longest and shortest-lived genotypes are found to be (LSL) and (SLS), with other combinations distributed between them approximately according to their first and third chromosomes.
INTRODUCTION
Gerontological studies have resulted in a vast informational base describing aging in a variety of organisms. This has led to the generation of numerous empirically based hypotheses about the genetic and physiological controls on longevity. But the actual fine-scale study of the genetics of aging in Drosophila has awaited the application of selection techniques to establish long-and shortlived stocks from a common ancestral gene pool.
Beginning with Rose and Charlesworth (1981a) and Rose (1984) , followed by Luckinbill et a!. (1984) and Luckinbill and Clare (1985) , studies of selected populations have progressed rapidly, exploring various fundamental aspects of the genetics of longevity using the lines developed. This has included the discovery of additivity in F1
populations from crosses to short-lived control stocks as well as a modifying gene-environment interaction Luckinbill and Clare, 1986 ) that may have confounded previous studies, and changes in life history characters and physiological parameters correlated with life span (Rose and Charlesworth, 1981b ;; Rose et a!., 1984; Service et a!., 1985; Service, 1987; .
Recently, one study has invoked the methods of quantitative genetics in attempting to estimate the number of genetic elements that extend life in selected stocks. Luckinbill et al. (1987) used Lande's (1981) extension of Wright's (1968) reformulation estimating the numbers of effective factors that differentiate two counter-selected parental populations. Measurement of F1, F2 and backcrosses were made from crosses of long-with short-lived parental lines. Replicate successive sets of crosses yielded the surprising estimate of a single gene as determining the increased longevity. The estimates of a single factor conflicted, however, with one significant prediction of that unique finding; F2 populations from parental lines differentiated by a single gene should exhibit a phenotypic ratio of 1: 2: 1. Yet no such classes were evident. Thus, though replicate sets of crosses gave strong indication of a single effective factor, at the same time there was some suggestion that a greater number of factors must be involved.
One of the limitations which burden such studies is the extensive assumptions on which the methods used rely. Of these, perhaps the most tenuous of all, in the estimates by Luckinbill et al. (1987) , is that genes determining the difference observed between parental lines must have effects of equal magnitude and violation of that assumption results in the estimate of the number of factors involved being low.
In this study we use an alternative approach to this problem that both reflects on estimates of gene number and at the same time localizes the elements of interest to specific chromosomes. Here we use nonrecombinant crosses with a balancer stock to create chromosomal substitution lines having all possible combinations of chromosome pairs from long-lived (L) and short-lived (S) control stocks.
METHODS
The stock L2 CyO/ In (2LR ) bw VI ds33 K dpbbw VI;
In(3LR)DcxF, D3/Sb (Bowling Green Stock Center), was used to provide balancer chromosomes in a series of crosses and backcrosses. Stable pencentric inversions incorporate the dominant markers Cy/bw"1 and D3/Sb on chromosomes II and II respectively. bw" is commonly called Plum or Pm. Crosses of the balancer stock with either the long-lived (LLL) or short-lived (SSS) stocks replaced the first chromosome with paired (L) or (S) homologues to create the stocks:
These base stocks were then again crossed to (LLL) or (SSS) lines to replace chromosomes II and III with those from selected lines. Appendix I shows these. Thus, eight possible substitution combinations were created in which chromosomes I, II and III consisted of paired homologues of either (L) or (S). Lines heterozygous for all chromosomes were constructed by crossing the (SLS) and (LSL) lines. Parental lines (LLL) and (SSS) were reconstructed by backcrossing F1 progeny having balancer chromosomes to parental lines. Unreconstructed parental lines were also measured. We Estimates of longevity here include both adult life span and development. The latter varied by just three days among all the lines described. Longevity was first measured in 30 unpaired males or females in each of eight populations and later in paired populations. Flies were maintained, during measurement, as in Luckinbill and Clare (1985) .
Measurements of 960 longevities were analyzed by ANOVA. Variance in longevity of populations showed no particular relationship to means and was heteroscedastic, though not markedly so. Variances were resistant to equalization by conventional transformation methods, but analysis of variance is well known to be little influenced by such inequality when cell numbers are equal, as in this design (Scheffe, 1959; Miller, 1986) . Therefore, to show the effects and interactions of chromosomes in the various genotypes, a model-i (fixed effects) ANOVA was performed on untransformed longevity values using SPSSX (Statistical Package for the Social Sciences) (Nie and Hull, 1979) .
Crosses described here mate recently isolated stocks to older marker-bearing stocks that have been in laboratory culture for many years. Experiments were conducted, therefore, to determine whther introduced dysgenic effects may alter longevity in crossed populations. Since the long-and short-lived stocks used here are descended from a population collected from a Michigan orchard in 1979, they are most probably of the P-cytotype.
Balancer stocks are likely to be M-cytotype.
Crosses between these lines in isolating chromosomes could, therefore, induce considerable levels of mutagenesis and/or male recombination.
To determine the extent to which this has occurred, selected long-and short-lived stocks were reciprocally crossed to both Harwich and Canton-S, which are respectively known as P-and Mcytotype lines. Longevity was measured in populations of 30 unpaired males and females from each cross and fecundity was examined in 100 or more females from each cross, testing for gonodal (GD) sterility. Table 1 shows the untransformed mean and standard deviation (s.d.) for both paired and unpaired chromosomal substitution lines. Parental lines shown there and in figs. 1 and 2 are unreconstructed stocks. In females, two reciprocal substitution lines, (SLS) and (LSL), are respectively the shortest and longest lived lines, with the other combinations of the first and third chromosome distributed about evenly between the extremes and parental lines. In fig. 1 the first chromosome also contributing significantly. Independent (main) effects of chromosomes I and III are highly significant (P<O.OO1) with virtually no effect of the second chromosome. There is, however, a slight but significant interaction between the second and third chromosomes. Heterozygotes were not included in this analysis and the main interactions observed are either additive, as shown by main effects, or epistatic, as
RESULTS
shown by first and second order interactions. The ANOVA of single males in substitution lines shows a somewhat different pattern with respect to first and third chromosomes. The third chromosome also contributes the largest effect there, but it accounts for only 425 per cent of the variation observed. Combined main effects contribute about of all variation from the highly significant influence of chromosomes I and III. Chromosome II has little influence here, as in females, but significant two-way (epistatic) interaction occurs between virtually all pairs of chromosomes in males, and account for about 26 per cent of the total variation.
Table 1(b) shows that the same general trends in longevity hold for paired females of substitution lines as for unpaired ones, but with variation. The (LSL) genotype is the longest-lived substitution The ANOVA of longevity in paired lines (Table  4) shows an overall similar pattern of contribution by chromosomes to that in unpaired lines, but with some important differences. In females, the main effects still comprise about 91 per cent of the total with chromosome three providing about 66 per cent of the variation, but the proportional contribution by chromosome one is increased by pairing. In table 5, mean and standard deviation (s.d.) of longevity and per cent sterile females are shown for reciprocal crosses between short-and longlived parental stocks of this laboratory with Harwich and Canton-S, respective P and M-cytoplasmic strains. These crosses indicate the extent to which dysgenic activity can be induced in the parental strains used here or is induced by them in strains of known sensitivity. One of the principal indicators of dysgenic activity is the unequal effects observed in reciprocal crosses, particularly in female sterility. But no especially unbalanced effects are obvious here, either in sterility or longevity. Fig. 4 compares survival in populations of these crosses, which shows no marked reciprocal effects either. Though some dysgenic elements may be activated as a result of crosses, these effects appear generally negligible.
DISCUSSION
These experiments show that: (1) The construction of chromosome substitution lines creates stocks in which longevity is distributed across the same range of values as the parental lines from which they were drawn. (4) No dysgenic activity is evident in crosses of selected parental strains used here with stocks of a known P or M-cytotype. The results of chromosomal substitution experiments, as are reported here require cautious interpretation under the best of circumstances. A composite character such as life span can obviously be greatly disturbed by events such as the insertion of new genes into compatibly selected gene combinations, the generation of new epistatic relationships among chromosomes or other genetic events such as the introduction of homozygosity as can occur in such crosses. In large part, the influence that potential disturbances have in such crosses is shown in the behavior, interpretability and consistency with other indicators in the substitution lines they yield.
The discovery and description of the effects of hybrid dysgenesis make it clear that every analysis involving crosses of recently isolated stocks with older established laboratory populations must consider the potentially catastropic influence of induced mutation and male recombination. Parental stocks used here lack the markers necessary for detecting male recombination. Nevertheless, we have attempted to at least make some estimate of dysgenic effects, as measured by female sterility, and whether longevity and/or survivorship are modified in dysgenic crosses. That no such effects are evident, however, cannot be taken as an indication of the complete absence of dysgenic activity altogether, but merely that, under the limited constraints of these measurements, it appears unimportant. This agrees with and is supported by a more extensive examination of this subject which includes the demonstration that effects on longevity are negligible even where dysgenic influence is strong (Luckinbill, unpublished) .
The effects of homozygosity were ostensibly avoided during chromosome substitutions here by crossing large numbers of individuals. Nevertheless, some homozygosity and/or epistatic effects may be in evidence. Longevity in long-lived males and females was a few days lower than the values in unreconstructed parental lines and heterozygous females of one reciprocal cross were unusually low. But the range of values which most such lines assume are comparable to that typical for parental stocks and crosses measured in previous studies. While this analysis indicates that the genetic
basis of longevity is clearly polygenic, the number, 
portionate effects of the first and third chromo- 
